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Abstract

Knowledge of dispersal-related gene flow is important for addressing many basic and

applied questions in ecology and evolution. We used landscape genetics to understand

the recovery of a recently expanded population of fishers (Martes pennanti) in Ontario,

Canada. An important focus of landscape genetics is modelling the effects of landscape

features on gene flow. Most often resistance surfaces in landscape genetic studies are

built a priori based upon nongenetic field data or expert opinion. The resistance surface

that best fits genetic data is then selected and interpreted. Given inherent biases in using

expert opinion or movement data to model gene flow, we sought an alternative approach.

We used estimates of conditional genetic distance derived from a network of genetic

connectivity to parameterize landscape resistance and build a final resistance surface

based upon information-theoretic model selection and multi-model averaging. We

sampled 657 fishers from 31 landscapes, genotyped them at 16 microsatellite loci, and

modelled the effects of snow depth, road density, river density, and coniferous forest on

gene flow. Our final model suggested that road density, river density, and snow depth

impeded gene flow during the fisher population expansion demonstrating that both

human impacts and seasonal habitat variation affect gene flow for fishers. Our approach

to building landscape genetic resistance surfaces mitigates many of the problems and

caveats associated with using either nongenetic field data or expert opinion to derive

resistance surfaces.
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Introduction

Identifying factors that affect dispersal is important for

both fundamental and applied questions in ecology and

evolution as dispersal has important implications for

the genetic structure and dynamics of populations (Slat-

kin 1985; Clobert et al. 2001). Because dispersal patterns

can induce genetic structure and are often affected by

habitat, we can use genetic structure to infer important

habitat characteristics that influence dispersal (Manel
nce: Colin J. Garroway, Fax: (01865) 310447;

.garroway@zoo.ox.ac.uk
et al. 2003; Storfer et al. 2007). Increasingly, landscape

geneticists are seeking to use resistance surfaces to test

hypotheses about relationships among gene flow, spa-

tial population structure, and habitat suitability (e.g.

Cushman et al. 2006; McRae 2006; Spear et al. 2010).

Resistance surfaces are simply maps where the ease of

movement (i.e. resistance) through map elements is

identified. Such surfaces are frequently used in corridor

design (Beier et al. 2009) and more generally, for land-

scape planning (Urban & Keitt 2001; Fall et al. 2007;

Minor & Lookingbill 2010). Thus, resistance surfaces

can provide a framework for testing hypotheses about

landscape structures facilitating or impeding gene flow.
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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We were interested in using measures of genetic

structure to understand how landscape features affected

fisher (Martes pennanti) gene flow during a population

expansion in Ontario, Canada. By the mid-1900s, fishers

were extirpated from much of Ontario as a result of fur

harvest, predator control, and habitat loss (Powell

1993). Since then populations have recovered, likely

owing to a reduction in the extent of agriculture and

improved fur harvest management (de Vos 1964; Lan-

caster et al. 2008). Previous landscape genetic studies of

these data have shown that contemporary fisher popu-

lations in Ontario expanded from remnant populations

(Carr et al. 2007a; b; Garroway et al. 2008). During the

expansion, high-quality habitat patches were net pro-

ducers of emigrants and dispersal was likely density

dependent, from high to low quality habitat (Carr et al.

2007a; b; Garroway et al. 2008). Our previous analyses

focused on habitat quality within the patches sampled

for fishers; however, we also hypothesized that during

the population expansion, fisher gene flow was influ-

enced by landscape characteristics beyond the sampled

patches, and testing this landscape hypothesis is the

focus of our current study. We predicted that the fisher

gene flow was facilitated by high-quality habitat between

sampled patches, and impeded by linear barriers.

Habitat use by fishers is well studied; thus, we were

able to select a set of candidate variables that we sus-

pected to be generally important for fishers. High-qual-

ity fisher habitat is characterized by low snow depth,

which likely reduces the cost of locomotion, and the

extent of coniferous forest cover, which is likely related

to food availability (Krohn et al. 1995; Carr et al. 2007b;

Garroway et al. 2008). We suspected that rivers that

remain ice-free in the winter would impede gene flow

as juvenile fishers disperse during winter. Similarly, we

suspected that roads represent barriers to fisher gene

flow, both because of a direct barrier effect of roads,

but also because of indirect effects of increased human

activity near roads (Kelly 1977; Hodgman et al. 1994;

Wisely et al. 2004; Jaeger et al. 2005). Thus, we used

snow depth, coniferous forest cover, river density, and

road density as independent variables to test hypothe-

ses about the effects of landscape resistance on fisher

gene flow during the range expansion. We expected

that coniferous forest would facilitate gene flow, and

that deep snow and high densities of paved roads and

ice-free rivers would impede gene flow. By limiting our

variables to those that we hypothesized a priori to be

generally important, we aimed to avoid over-fitting our

models (Burnham & Anderson 2002); that is, we aimed

to avoid developing a surface that predicted gene flow

only in the study area. With this model we built a

multivariate, continuous surface depicting landscape

resistance to fisher gene flow.
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
A major challenge in using resistance surfaces is

parameterizing resistance values of different landscape

elements. There are two prevailing approaches for

assigning resistance values to surfaces: nongenetic field

data and expert opinion (Spear et al. 2010). Nongenetic

field data have long been used to assess landscape

resistance to animal movement (Adriaensen et al. 2003;

O’Brien et al. 2006); however, their utility for develop-

ing maps of genetic resistance has been questioned on

at least two counts (Spear et al. 2010; Wang & Summers

2010). Typically, such data are available on a much

smaller spatial scale than are required for landscape

level inference in genetic studies. In addition, move-

ment or other demographic data may not be relevant in

predicting genetic structures. The second approach,

expert opinion, involves assigning arbitrary, but rela-

tive, costs of travelling through different landscape ele-

ments followed by the estimation of resistance

distances. This is the approach often taken in least cost

modelling (e.g. Broquet et al. 2006). Although expert

opinion is widely used to generate landscape resis-

tances, it is potentially inaccurate, and rarely transpar-

ent (Rayfield et al. 2010; Spear et al. 2010).

Model optimization is a valuable tool that has been

used recently for developing resistance surfaces. Opti-

mization typically involves comparing a set of alterna-

tive resistance surfaces, each considered an a priori

hypothesis, using model selection procedures. Recently,

a two-step causal modelling approach has also been

advocated which involves first fitting models derived

from expert opinion and second, iteratively altering

landscape costs to increase model fit (Shirk et al. 2010;

Wasserman et al. 2010). Optimization methods have

been used to develop models of landscape resistance to

movement and gene flow based upon both nongenetic

field data (e.g. Driezen et al. 2007; Chietkiewicz & Boy-

ce 2009) and expert opinion derived (e.g. Cushman

et al. 2006) resistance surfaces. To date however, there

are few examples where model optimization methods

have used genetic data to empirically select habitat vari-

ables and develop parameter estimates which can then

be used to build a resistance surface (but see Dyer et al.

2010; Murphy & Evans 2011). Thus, the limitations

inherent in using nongenetic field data or expert opin-

ion to derive genetic resistance surfaces remain appar-

ent in many studies (Spear et al. 2010). Here, we

incorporate several recently established landscape

genetic techniques to a build a continuous resistance

surface based upon models of genetic structure without

having to rely on arbitrary nongenetic costs, iterative

model fitting, or inference from a single model. Model

selection uncertainty, a source of variance for parameter

estimation, arises during model optimization when only

a single top model is selected (Burnham & Anderson



Fig. 1 Map of landscape resistance to fisher (Martes pennanti)

gene flow in Ontario, Canada. Information-theoretic model

selection and multi-model inference suggested that deep snow,

roads, and rivers impeded gene flow. Resistance to gene flow

was parameterized with model averaged parameter estimates

for these variables. White cells have high resistance and black

cells have low resistance. Model uncertainty could be explored

visually by mapping upper and lower confidence intervals for

model coefficients.
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2002; Diniz-Filho et al. 2008). Thus, we used multi-

model averaging, which consists of averaging coeffi-

cients across a set of candidate models and build our

resistance surface based upon and set of well supported

models (Burnham & Anderson 2002).

To model landscape resistance for fishers, we first

developed a resistance surface for each of the four habi-

tat variables that we had selected a priori. Raster values

for these surfaces were the raw values for each variable

standardized to make parameter estimates comparable.

Following this we used circuit theory (McRae 2006) to

make pairwise estimates of landscape resistance

between sampled patches for each variable. To develop

parameter estimates for resistance, we used multiple

regression on distance matrices (MRDM; Legendre et al.

1994; Legendre & Legendre 1998, p. 559), where pair-

wise estimates of conditional genetic distance (Dyer

et al. 2010) was the dependent variable and the four

resistance surfaces were independent variables. MRDM

performs well for landscape genetic data (Balkenhol

et al. 2009). Finally, we used model-averaged parameter

estimates to build a multivariate resistance surface.
Methods

Our data set consisted of 657 fishers genotyped at 16

microsatellite loci (see Carr et al. 2007a; b for a com-

plete description of molecular techniques) and sampled

from 31 patches (hereafter called sample sites) in

Ontario, Canada. Sample sites were of comparable size

(approximately 300 km2 each) with differing ecological

and environmental characteristics. The spatial resolution

of samples was at the level of Ontario’s geographic

townships and so we used these townships to stratify

our sampling. We systematically selected townships to

sample in an approximate grid such that daily fisher

movements and home ranges would not connect the

sites (Fig. 1; Arthur et al. 1993; Bowman et al. 2002);

thus, nodes were functionally independent. The mean

[SE] distance between sites was 163 [91] km. The mean

[SE] number of fishers sampled per site was 21 [7]

(Fig. S1). Each sample site was a node on the network

of genetic connectivity (Fig. S2; Garroway et al. 2008).

These 31 sites were a subset of those analysed by Garro-

way et al. (2008). We omitted samples from the Adiron-

dack region of New York and Gatineau, Quebec because

we did not have appropriate land cover data as collec-

tion techniques were different across political bound-

aries (outside of Ontario). We also omitted samples from

Ontario’s Bruce Peninsula to avoid artificially inflated

resistance values due to map edge effects associated

with the circuit theory algorithms (Koen et al. 2010).

We have used a focal patch sampling design, where

we assumed samples were point estimates (Brennan
et al. 2002). Thus, we assumed zero between-individual

distance for samples within nodes. We note that this is

analogous to individual-level analyses that assign point

locations to samples and ignore the extent of home

range size in spatial models. In both approaches, varia-

tion due to the point sample assumption will contribute

to the unexplained nugget variation in spatial models.

Garroway et al. (2008) address how the features of

nodes effect landscape genetic structure in this fisher

network.
Genetic distance

We used a network of genetic connectivity constructed

by Garroway et al. (2008), following Dyer & Nason

(2004) and Dyer (2009) to calculate genetic distance

between landscapes. Briefly, the network is a minimal

edge set that describes among-node genetic covariance.

Individual genotypes within nodes were used to define

multi-dimensional node centroids with unique coordi-

nates in multi-dimensional space. Pairwise distances

among centroids in multi-dimensional space were writ-

ten as a distance matrix with the off-diagonal values

representing network edges; the statistical distance

between nodes. This gave a saturated network with all

nodes connected. The network was then pruned such

that only edges contributing to the overall genetic

covariance structure were retained. In this manner, net-

works can be constructed across spatial scales relevant

for landscape planning on the basis of empirical genetic

relationships among nodes for the species in question.
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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From our fisher network, we calculated the genetic

distance between nodes as the sum of edge weights

along the shortest path through the network. This

genetic distance measure has recently been called both

‘graph distance’ (Dyer & Nason 2004; Garroway et al.

2008) and ‘conditional genetic distance’ (cGD; Dyer

et al. 2010) in applications of graph theory to landscape

genetics. However in principle, any appropriate genetic

distance could be used here. We chose this measure as

it has recently been shown to have desirable character-

istics for landscape genetics studies (Dyer et al. 2010)

and to maintain a consistent analytical framework with

our previous work on this population (Garroway et al.

2008).
Model selection for landscape resistance

We modelled landscape resistance to gene flow within

an information-theoretic model selection framework

(Burnham & Anderson 2002). We built 15 a priori mod-

els comprised of various combinations of four variables

hypothesized to affect fisher gene flow among land-

scapes (extent of coniferous forest cover; snow depth;

density of ice-free rivers; density of paved roads;

Table 1). We created raster layers for each variable with

a cell size of 1000 m · 1000 m. Coniferous forest cover

was assessed from a Landsat image with an unsuper-

vised classification (dense coniferous category in the 28-

class Ontario Provincial Landcover). Snow depth

records for the years 1993 through 2002 were obtained

from Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources monitoring

stations and compiled as mean weekly snow depth

from January to April, and interpolated (Carr et al.
Table 1 Ranked models explaining landscape resistance to gene flo

ranked based upon the difference between Akaike’s Information Cri

aike weights (wi) are the probability that the model is the best in the m

Model statement

River density + road density + snow depth

Conifer cover + river density + road density + snow depth

River density + snow depth

Conifer cover + river density + road density

Conifer cover + river density + snow depth

Road density + snow depth

Conifer cover + road density + snow depth

River density + road density

Conifer cover + river density

River density

Conifer cover + snow depth

Snow depth

Conifer cover + road density

Road density

Conifer cover
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2007b). Road density was calculated as the density of

paved roads per cell based upon Ontario Road Network

data (Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, unpub-

lished data). Finally, the river density layer was calcu-

lated as the density of ice-free rivers (based upon the

Strahler scale; Strahler 1957) per cell using data from

the Water Resource Inventory (obtained from the

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources).

We used circuit theory (McRae 2006; McRae et al.

2008) to estimate the potential resistance to gene flow

between sample sites for each of the variables thought

to impede (snow depth, road density, and river density)

or facilitate (coniferous cover) gene flow. In circuit the-

ory, raster cells are treated as nodes on a network and

are connected to adjacent nodes (cells) by resistors

(analogous to edge weights). Resistor values are based

on the mean values for each pair of cells. In our case,

cell values were the landcover data related to our

hypotheses. We coded the three variables thought to

impede gene flow as resistances with edges coded as

resistors, and we coded the coniferous variable as a

conductance surface with edges coded as conductors.

Conductive surfaces are simply the inverse of resistance

surfaces. We then calculated effective resistance

between sample sites, which is estimated as voltage

standardized by current. Because electricity on a net-

work has properties of a random walk, effective resis-

tance can be interpreted as the probability of a random

walker travelling through the network (Doyle & Snell

1984). Cells were connected to their eight neighbouring

cells. For each of the four raster surfaces, we used cir-

cuit theory to estimate the mean effective resistance

between all pairs of sample sites (pairwise mode in the
w for fishers (Martes pennanti) in Ontario, Canada. Models are

terion (AIC) ranked ith and the top-ranked model (DAIC). Ak

odel set

AIC DAIC wi

473.80 0.00 0.53

474.00 0.20 0.47

485.90 12.10 0.00

486.00 12.20 0.00

487.80 14.00 0.00

495.80 22.00 0.00

497.50 23.70 0.00

499.60 25.80 0.00

500.50 26.77 0.00

506.80 33.00 0.00

528.30 54.50 0.00

528.50 54.70 0.00

534.10 60.30 0.00

551.00 77.20 0.00

578.30 104.50 0.00
-
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Circuitscape software; McRae 2006). Using a z-transfor-

mation, we then standardized the pairwise values of

mean effective resistance between sites for the four vari-

ables and used these standardized values as indepen-

dent variables in linear regressions. We standardized

resistances so that parameter estimates for each variable

would be comparable. We did not include a separate

measure of Euclidean distance in our models, because

each resistance surface already accounted for distance

(i.e. Euclidean distance is one of the factors contributing

to effective resistance). Thus, variation in distance was

controlled for across our independent variables.

We used MRDM to fit linear models of landscape

resistance to cGD between sites (e.g. Legendre et al.

1994; Legendre & Legendre 1998, p. 559; Holzhauer

et al. 2006; Balkenhol et al. 2009; Dyer et al. 2010). All

Pearson correlations between independent variables

were r £ 0.25, and the variance inflation factor was 1.6.

Both of these lines of evidence suggested a lack of mul-

ticollinearity (e.g. Graham 2003; Kutner et al. 2004; ), so

we did not exclude any variables from regression analy-

ses. The MRDM approach uses permutation tests of lin-

ear regressions upon unfolded distance matrices

(rectangular data tables; e.g. Legendre et al. 1994;

Legendre & Legendre 1998, p. 559). We permuted the

data 1000 times. Variables were considered to have non-

random effects if parameter estimates were greater than

or less than 95% of permuted values. Parameter esti-

mates arising from linear regression of such unfolded

distance matrices are unbiased (Legendre et al. 1994;

Hawkins et al. 2007; Lichstein 2007). We estimated stan-

dard errors of parameters via basic bootstrap resam-

pling with replacement 1000 times (Davison & Hinkley

1997).

We considered models with DAIC (difference

between the AIC of each model and that of the top

ranked model (Di)) of less than 7 to be our candidate

model set. Sampling error will lead to situations where

the model with the lowest AIC value is not the Kull-

back–Leibler best model (what AIC attempts to esti-

mate). We chose the more conservative Di of 7 as a

threshold to consider models important rather than the

more typical 2 as Richards (2005) show that the thresh-

old of 7 will retain the top Kullback–Leibler model with

an approximate a 95% probability. For each model we

calculated Akaike weights (wi), the probability that the

ith model is the best approximating model among the

candidate models (Burnham & Anderson 2002). Model-

averaged parameter estimates often have less bias and

more precision than parameter estimates from a single

model (Burnham & Anderson 2002). Therefore, for all

variables within the candidate model set we estimated

the model averaged parameter estimates (b) with esti-

mated unconditional 95% confidence intervals (CI;
model averaged bootstrap CIs). We assessed the biolog-

ical importance of model averaged parameter estimates

by examining the breadth and position of 95% confi-

dence intervals. If CIs overlapped zero or had minimal

impact given the range of resistance values we consid-

ered their biological importance to be minimal. We then

used the model averaged parameter estimates to param-

eterize their corresponding resistance surfaces within a

linear regression equation to build the final multivariate

resistance surface. Model averaging is an important

aspect of our approach. There is uncertainty in parame-

ter estimation that is lost by drawing inference from a

single top model as parameter estimates from single

models are conditional upon the other variables

included in the model (Burnham & Anderson 2002).

Model averaging attempts to derive unconditional

parameter estimates and error (although they are condi-

tional upon the a priori model set) by averaging param-

eter estimates across the model set. By averaging the

top models we acknowledge model selection uncer-

tainty by model averaging and build parameter esti-

mates that are not conditional on the presence of other

variables in the model (Burnham & Anderson 2002). As

a final step, we tested for the contribution of isolation-

by-distance to our modelled estimates of effective resis-

tance. First, we compared conditional genetic distance

to effective resistance between all pairs of points using

a simple Mantel test; second, we used a partial Mantel

test to test for an effect of our resistance surface control-

ling for geographic distance. All statistics related to

model fitting and model selection were calculated using

the R statistical language (R Development Core Team

2010).
Results

Two, nearly equally well supported models clearly out-

performed the other models (Tables 1 and 2). Ranked

first was the model containing the variables for river

density, road density, and snow depth with 52% proba-

bility of being the best approximating model in the

model set. Ranked second was the global model that

contained the same three variables as the top ranked

model with the addition of coniferous forest. This sec-

ond model had a 47% probability of being the best

approximating model in the model set and had a DAIC

of just 0.20. The next highest ranked model had a DAIC

greater than 12 suggesting that there was very little

support for any of the other models (Burnham &

Anderson 2002; Richards 2005). The direction of effects

and effect sizes for the variables shared by both models

(ice-free river density, road density, and snow depth)

were consistent and did not overlap zero suggesting

that each of the variables was meaningful (Table 2).
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Table 2 Parameter estimates (b), 95% confidence intervals

(95% CI), permuted P-values (P; the proportion of randomized

parameter estimates greater than those based upon the original

data), R2 for the top two ranked models explaining fisher gene

flow

b 95% CI P

Intercept 11.12 (10.70, 11.52) 0.0000

River density 0.99 (0.61, 1.36) 0.0000

Road density 0.71 (0.34, 1.09) 0.0010

Snow depth 1 (0.65, 1.36) 0.0064

DAIC = 0, wi = 0.52, R2 = 0.19

Intercept 11.12 (10.71, 11.50) 0.0000

River density 1.03 (0.64, 1.44) 0.0000

Road density 0.78 (0.38, 1.19) 0.0001

Snow depth 0.84 (0.41, 1.30) 0.0020

Conifer cover 0.29 ()0.13, 0.71) 0.1825

DAIC = 0.2, wi = 0.47, R2 = 0.19
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Permutation tests demonstrated that parameter esti-

mates for these three variables were different than that

expected by chance (Table 2). Coniferous forest cover

was contained only in the second model and its confi-

dence intervals overlapped zero suggesting that it likely

did not have a biologically meaningful effect (Table 2).

Similarly, permutation tests suggested that its parame-

ter estimate was not different than that expected by

chance (Table 2). We therefore did not consider the

coniferous forest cover variable further.

Model-averaged parameter estimates of the stan-

dardized resistance values suggested that a high den-

sity of ice-free rivers (bintercept = 11.01; CI: 10.61–11.42,

brivers = 1.00; CI: 0.60–1.40), deep snow (bsnow = 0.92;

CI: 0.49–1.35) and a high density of paved roads

(broads = 0.74; CI: 0.36–1.12) impeded gene flow

between sample sites for fishers. Confidence intervals

of parameter estimates for these three variables over-

lapped extensively indicating that no one variable was

driving the relationship; however, the trend suggested

that river density may have had the largest effect, fol-

lowed by snow depth, and then road density. We

applied the model-averaged parameter estimates in a

linear equation to create a new raster of cells, where

cell values depict overall model resistance to fisher

gene flow. Although some regions of high resistance

were apparent, sample sites appeared well connected

(Fig. 1). Simple (cGD � modelled surface; Mantel r

[CI]: 0.32 [0.25–0.39]; P = 0.001) and partial (cGD �
modelled surface|geographic distance; Mantel r [CI]:

0.24 [ 0.18–0.30]) Mantel tests suggested that our final

model fit the genetic data well and that the relation-

ship to landscape structure was retained after partial-

ling out the effects of geographic distance among

sample sites.
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
Discussion

Our findings suggest that rivers, roads, and deep snow

have all impeded fisher gene flow to varying extents

during the species’ population recovery in Ontario,

Canada. It appears, however, that coniferous forest has

had relatively little effect on fisher gene flow. Rivers

that remained open in winter seemed to create substan-

tial landscape resistance for fishers. This result is consis-

tent with findings from two previous studies, which

have suggested that rivers can act as barriers to fisher

movement (Kelly 1977; Wisely et al. 2004). In contrast,

Carr et al. (2007a) found that fishers immigrated to

Ontario across the large St. Lawrence River from Ad-

irondack, New York. The St. Lawrence River often

freezes during winter however, which likely facilitated

crossing. Winter is when most juvenile fishers disperse,

and open, fast flowing rivers likely limit movements of

dispersers. Our findings concerning snow depth are

consistent with several previous studies suggesting that

deep snow limits fisher populations (Krohn et al. 1995,

1997; Carr et al. 2007b). Fishers have relatively small

feet for their body size, and a high foot load, which

makes travelling in deep snow inefficient (Krohn et al.

2003). We are aware of no other studies demonstrating

that roads contribute to landscape resistance for fishers,

although demographic data suggest road effects in the

closely related marten (Martes americana) (Hodgman

et al. 1994; Robitaille & Aubry 2000). Road density is

related to human activity and so this variable is likely

correlated with a number of human related activities

(such as trapping) that may impede gene flow. Increas-

ingly, genetic impacts of various road features are being

documented (Balkenhol & Waits 2009; Holderegger &

DiGiulio 2010). It is important that the negative rela-

tionship between road density and gene flow be consid-

ered in future management of fishers.

Our approach has allowed us to examine hypotheses

about the influence of landscape features, both anthro-

pogenic and natural, on fisher gene flow. The final

resistance surface can also be considered a hypothesis,

which could be tested within an adaptive management

framework. Based upon this hypothesized resistance

surface, one could proceed with either simulations or

real world manipulations of predictor variables in order

to modify the hypothesis and further reduce uncer-

tainty about fisher gene flow. Thus, we envision using

resistance surfaces in an iterative management process,

with the aim of actively accruing information over time

through ongoing monitoring, model testing and experi-

ments.

Although the explanatory power of our models may

seem low compared to some other landscape genetic

studies, we emphasize that the models should have
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broad applicability for fishers beyond just our study

area, because of the hypothetico-deductive model selec-

tion framework we used. We selected candidate models

a priori, which favours parsimony over complexity. The

tradeoff, however, is that we did not explain as much

variation in our data as we could have. Post hoc efforts

to maximally explain variation risk model over-fitting,

where spurious effects may be added to models and

model applicability is limited (Burnham & Anderson

2002). Although rare in population genetics studies, a

valuable technique for testing the generality of land-

scape genetics models would the dividing of data into

testing and evaluation sets. As the costs of genotyping

decrease these approaches should become more feasi-

ble.

We used a genetic network to make inferences con-

cerning the genetic structure of fisher populations in

Ontario. Networks offer several benefits over other,

similar techniques for landscape genetic comparisons.

For example, conditional genetic distance, which simul-

taneously accounts for the genetic covariance among all

samples, achieves more statistical power than the most

commonly used measure of genetic distance, FST (Dyer

et al. 2010). Further, parameters estimated from pair-

wise relationships, such as FST, have higher variance

than parameters estimated from the totality of the data,

such as is done in the estimation of conditional genetic

distance (Dyer et al. 2010). This is likely partially a

result of not assuming a priori that all landscapes are

connected.

We used genetic distance as a response variable,

which allowed us to objectively parameterize the resis-

tance surface, without relying on expert-based costs or

post hoc iterative increasing of model fit. The method

appears to avoid many potential pitfalls associated

with deriving resistance surfaces for landscape

genetic studies, including what Spear et al. (2010)

considered the biggest challenge for calculating resis-

tance surfaces—the assignment of resistance values to

different landscape features. Rather than defining a

resistance surface a priori using nongenetic field data

or expert opinion, we simply used regressions of the

relationship between habitat features and genetic

topology to estimate landscape resistance. The result-

ing model-averaged resistance surface (Fig. 1) was the

best estimate of landscape resistance for the model set,

and the distribution of these raster resistances reflected

the true value of the underlying data, rather than

values derived from expert opinion, including poten-

tial biases inherent in such data. Although we used

conditional genetic distance as our measure of genetic

distance, we note that any appropriate pairwise mea-

sure of genetic distance could be used as a response

variable.
Our approach to building a resistance surface has

more in common with ecological modelling than with

current landscape genetic practices. There is a large lit-

erature about the merits of information theoretic

approaches to model selection and multi-model infer-

ence (Yoccoz 1991; Burnham & Anderson 2002; Johnson

& Omland 2004; Stephens et al. 2007). These techniques

have become widespread in ecology and are now begin-

ning to be applied to landscape genetics (e.g. Brugg-

eman et al. 2010; Goldberg & Waits 2010; Murphy et al.

2010; Selkoe et al. 2010). Briefly, an information theo-

retic approach to model building restricts the number

of models analysed to minimize the potential of iden-

tifying spurious relationships, provides a method to

rank models and quantify model selection uncertainty,

and a means to draw inference from multiple models

rather than a single top model (Burnham & Anderson

2002). The application of model selection and multi-

model inference to landscape genetics requires an

understanding of the potential effects of nonindepen-

dence inherent in genetic data. There have been many

approaches suggested to deal with such nonindepen-

dence (e.g. Goldberg & Waits 2010; Selkoe et al. 2010).

To add to this discussion, we point out that model-

averaged parameter estimates derived from systematic

samples of spatially autocorrelated data are unbiased

(Diniz-Filho et al. 2008), and that risks of inflated

Type-1 error can be mitigated with bootstrapping to

calculate standard errors (Davison & Hinkley 1997)

and permutation tests (Legendre et al. 1994; Balkenhol

et al. 2009).

It is also worth noting that by using circuit theory,

we assessed resistance along multiple paths between

each graph node. We considered this the most the

appropriate approach to estimate landscape resistance

to gene flow for our data because we compared popula-

tions rather than individuals at each node; more than

one single route (e.g. the least-cost route) was likely

taken by multiple dispersers and it is unlikely that dis-

persers would have knowledge of the single, least-cost

path. Moreover, single least-cost paths may bias resis-

tance estimates in heterogeneous landscapes such as

those in this study (Rayfield et al. 2010). On the other

hand, caution is warranted when applying multiple

path approaches to avoid biased resistance estimates

near map edges (Koen et al. 2010).

We have proposed a general strategy, incorporating

existing landscape genetic approaches, for using

genetic data to parameterize landscape resistance sur-

faces. Some additional considerations are warranted.

First, it should be noted that in many systems, it will

be impractical to sample all geographic locations.

Thus, unsampled ‘ghost populations’ may affect esti-

mates of migration rates and population connectivity
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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(Beerli 2004). The effects of ghost populations on esti-

mates of conditional genetic distance are currently

unknown, and this points toward an interesting ave-

nue of research. Perhaps instructive in this context, to

identify sites important for maintaining gene flow,

Garroway et al. (2008) performed two in silico node

removal experiments. They first sequentially removed

the eight best connected nodes and second sequen-

tially removed eight nodes most likely to act as bottle-

necks to gene flow (measured with ‘betweenness’) and

examined effects of node removal at each step on the

mean graph distance among all nodes. They found

that the removal of well connected nodes had little

effect on mean graph distance but the removal of high

betweenness nodes caused graph distance to increase.

This suggests that some nodes may be disproportion-

ately important when measuring gene flow and that

these nodes are not necessarily the best connected

nodes. We suspect that systematic sampling should

alleviate some of the potential problems associated

with ghost populations. Second, it is important to rec-

ognize that although important for urban planning,

corridor design, and reserve design, landscape genetic

resistance surfaces are not a panacea. Gene flow will

not always reflect important animal movement behav-

iour nor will movement behaviour necessarily reflect

realized gene flow. For these purposes further work

integrating animal movement data, with careful con-

sideration of associated caveats (e.g. O’Brien et al.

2006) and landscape genetics will be important. An

integration between landscape genetic graphs (e.g.

Garroway et al. 2008; Murphy et al. 2010) and spatial

movement and habitat-based graphs (Urban & Keitt

2001; O’Brien et al. 2006; Fall et al. 2007) will likely be

promising with respect to identifying and conserving

landscape features important for gene flow and animal

movements.

By combining model selection techniques with a

genetic response variable (the population network), we

were able to draw inference about resistance surfaces

affecting fisher gene flow. This approach could be easily

adapted to different data sets and questions. For exam-

ple, analyses within single landscapes could use the

same technique, where the effects of habitat features on

genetic distances among individuals are of interest.

Although any pairwise measure of genetic distance

could be used as a response variable, genetic networks

offer some desirable analytical features (Garroway et al.

2008; Fortuna et al. 2009; Dyer et al. 2010; Murphy et al.

2010). These include providing a framework where the

response variable can be used to model both gene flow

along edges, and the impact of node features on genetic

structure (Garroway et al. 2008; Murphy et al. 2010). In

addition, networks allow for the estimation of a suite of
� 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
node, edge, and system-level measures not available in

pairwise analyses.
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Fig. S1 A two-dimensional genetic network representing the

genetic relationship among fishers (Martes pennanti) sampled

from 3q locations in Ontario, Canada during 2000–2003 and

profiled at 16 microsatellite loci. Edge length is proportional to

the genetic distance between populations. The network was

built following Dyer & Nason (2004) using the Genetstudio

software (Dyer 2009). It was first calculated by Garroway et al.

(2008). This network is modified in that here we did not

include nodes for the Adirondack region of New York and

Gatineau, Quebec, due to differences in data collection nor did

we include the Bruce Peninsula, Ontario in order to reduce the

effects of artificially inflated resistance values associated with

map edges (Koen et al. 2010). We used the shortest path

between nodes, with distance calculated as the sum of edge

weights, as our measure of genetic distance. This measure has

recently been called both ‘graph distance’ (Dyer & Nason 2004;

Garroway et al. 2008) and ‘conditional genetic distance (cGD;

Dyer et al. 2010) in landscape genetics studies. We used this

distance measure as a response variable to model landscape

genetic resistance to gene flow in fishers. The network is pro-

jected using Cytoscape 2.7.0 (Shannon et al. 2003).

Fig. S2 Labelled map of sample sites. Below are sample sizes

from each site. Angelsea-Grimsthorpe (AG; n = 16), Anson-

Lutterworth (AL; n = 25), Algonquin (AQ; n = 20), Anstruther

(AS; n = 24), Badgerow (BA; n = 22), Burton-McKenzie (BK;

n = 16), Belmont (BL; n = 7), Blair-Mowat (BM, n = 26),

Broughman (BR; n = 23), Carlow-Bangor (CB; n = 20), Carling-
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Ferguson (CF; n = 8), Conger-Freeman (CM; n = 15), Dalhou-

sie (DL; n = 20), Darling (DR; n = 22), Escott-Yonge (EY;

n = 20), Falconer (FL; n = 22), Fraser-Richards (FR; n = 21),

Galway (GW; n = 20), Hungerford-Huntington (HH; n = 14),

Kennebec (KB; n = 23); Loughborough-Bedford (LB; n = 31),

Lyndoch (LN; n = 19), Monteith-Christie (MC; n = 26), Mar-

mora-Lake (ML; n = 32), McNab (MN; n = 24), Montague

(MT; n = 21), Olrig Cluster (OL; n = 14), Orillia-Ramara (OR;
n = 17), Prescott (PR; n = 48), Ramsey-Huntley (RH; n = 20),

Ross (RO; n = 19).
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